M DRY MASTIHA
The first dry Mastic offers a new dimension to the pleasure of our beloved beverage.
With respect to the long history of mastic and in view of the future, the Distillery of Plomari Isidoros
Arvanitis, launches the new and unique M DRY MASTIHA. It is an innovative product, unique in
its class, which combines the tradition with the evolution and unique quality, its fine flavor and its
distinct aroma with refined aesthetics and modern design.
M DRY MASTIHA is the only dry product in the category of mastic, inaugurating a new beverage
category.
A product that has been developed to become an exquisite tool for bartenders, with limitless
possibilities for experimentation and creation of original combinations while expanding consumer
choices.
Dry, with mild and sweet taste, strong, spirit like crystal, with transparent look and the familiar,
delicate scent of the beloved, original mastic from Chios, are some of the features that make M
DRY MASTIHA stand out. A rich and cool spirit, which surprise us pleasantly and leaves a subtly
sweet feel. The dry spirit that combines the excellent scents of the mastic of Chios with the brilliance
of a drink that does not belong to the liqueur category.
Seek the new proposal of M DRY Mastiha and enjoy it cold as a shot, as a long drink and as a
cocktail ingredient and give mastic the taste of an unprecedented dimension.
Mastic through the eyes of a connoisseur:
·

Appearance: Clear, crystal and transparent.

·

Scent: Sweet and delicate gum flavor with a fresh touch of lemon blossom. In agitation we distinguish the flavors of Mastic flavor and delight rose.

·

Taste: Rich and cool with subtly sweet mouthfeel. Perfect balance.

·

Finish: Warm, aromatic aftertaste that lasts.

Consumption: As an aperitif, cool to 10 ° C, to long drink, drink it pure with or without ice as a
cocktail ingredient.
Served: As an aperitif, as a shot in a shot glass or tulip glass, iced or with crushed ice and mint.
As a drink, in an old-fashioned glass with crushed ice and cucumber slices.
Packaging: 700 ml
Alcohol content: 30% vol

